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From Devadasi Reform to SITA: Reforming Sex
Work in Mysore State, 1892-1937 1
Janaki Nair

*

In the late nineteenth century the emerging ideology of nationalist
patriarchy, represented the middle class Indian woman as that which was
pure, spiritualised, domestic and, most important, uncolonised, in Indian
society.2 The construction of this "modernised" creature who inhabited a
non-negotiable nationalist space even as she was preparing to take her
place within an expanded public sphere, has been traced by a number of
scholars. 3 As a representation of Indian womanhood, standing in for
women of all social categories, the increased visibility of the middleclass "modem" woman necessarily cast in shadow other identities of
Indian women. The nationalist agenda, despite its embarrassed negotiation
of these cultural identities, nevertheless appropriated and recast some of
them in more respectable forms.4 This paper traces a moment in this
narrative of recasting in the history of colonial Mysore, which concerns
the gradual proletarianisation ofunorganised, subaltern female sex-wolkers.
The attack on the livelihood of the devadasis5 signalled the decline of a
•
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Janaki Nair is a Research and Writer, currently engaged in writing a book on
"Women and Law in Colonial India", in association with the National Law School
of India University.
This paper is an extract from a larger project which charts the deployment of female
sexuality in both imperialist and nationalist discourses. A longer version of it was
presented at a seminar at the National Law School University of India, September I,
1992. I am grateful to the audience at that seminar for comments and suggestions.
and also to H.S. Krishnamurthy, N.P. Shankaranarayana,
Basavaradhya, Devara
Konda Reddy, and S.P. Tewari for assistance. I remain responsible for the arguments
made here.
Partha Chatterjee, "Colonialism, Nationalism and Colonialised Woman: the Contest
in India" 16:4 AMERICAN ETHNOLOOIST 622 (Nov. 1989).
Uma Chakravarti, "Whatever Happened to the Vedic Dasi?" in RECASTING
WOMEN (K. Sangari and S. Vaid eds. 1990); MEREDITH BORTHWICK, THE
CHANGING ROLE OF WOMEN IN BENGAL 1849-1905 (1984).
See especially Sumanta Banerjee, "Marginalisation of Women's Popular Culture in
Nineteenth Century Bengal" in RECASTING WOMEN, supra note 3; Amrit
Srinivasan, "Reform and Revival: the Devadasi and her Dance" 20:44 ECONOMIC
AND POUTICAL WEEKLY 1869 (1985).
Devadasi means literally 'slave of God', referring to women who performed singing
and dancing services in the temple and sometimes developed sexual alliances with
upper caste patrons.
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pre-capitalist form of work embedded in a religio-cultural formation
which was not entirely commodified.
1bis paper also refers briefly to the production of another kind of
sex-worker by the imperatives of imperialism, and concludes with a
consideration of the debates surrounding the passage of the Suppression
Immoral Traffic Act of Mysore in 1937 (one of the earliest laws regulating
prostitution in India). By this time the commodification of women as
sexual objects appears complete, and only the modes of preserving the
borders between "respectable" and "disrespectable" sexuality was being
negotiated.
In this discussion, the figures of the women themselves will remain
shadowy since the archive condemns the subaltern woman to remain
silent. At the same time, if the feminist historian is not to show complicity
with the very structures that she hopes to contest, she must reveal that
the repeated efforts of the administrative and legislative apparatuses of
the state to suppress the voice of these women, testify to the multiple
ways in which these women constantly escaped the categories that were
being fashioned for them. These contestations, though rarely successful
in thwarting the agenda of regulation itself, are nevertheless as much a
legacy for the present as are the more successful endeavours of the
authorities themselves.
In 1930, the Committee appointed to recommend revisions of
women's rights under Hindu Law proudly claimed that My~ore had won
early distinction for removing devadasis from all Muzrai (state supported)
institutions. 6 Like their better known Bengali and Maharashtrian
counterparts in the 19th century, Mysore officials in the late 1800's also
began to see themselves as the seed bearers of a reformed Indian tradition,
a "modern" social order better able to resist the derogatory attitudes of
the colonial power to that tradition.
Thus when in 1892, A.
Srinivasacharlu, the then Muzrai Secretary, was presented with a bill of
Rs. 12/5/4 as payment for the services of Ramamani who had performed
tafe (singing and dancing) services at the rath (car) festival of
Bhoganandeswara
Temple at Nandidurg, Chikkaballapur,
he only
reluctantly agreed to pay, saying that such tafe services .were an
unnecessary waste of money that could be better spent on "improving
sanitation".7 Promising to issue a circular outlining the legitimate services
of devadasis in temples, Srinivasacharlu categorically asserted that they
did not include Tate or dancing.

,

6

7

Report of the Committee on Women's Rights under Hindu Law, 1930 (Bangalore:
Government Press, 1930) at 36.
Proceedings of the Government of Mysore (hereafter Proceedings) 8th February
1892, Muzrai.
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We do not know the basis on which the Muzrai secretary made his
decision, that is. whether it was on the basis of knowledge of the scriptures
or familiarity with temple custom. His decision, however, may have
been prompted in part by the growing c1amour in the neighbouring
Madras Presidency, of the anti-nautch campaign conducted largely by
educated upper caste Hindus.8 The Muzrai secretary issued no circular.
but took the opportunity to implement his decision in 1898 during the
revision of the tasdik pattis (apportionment of revenues) of the Nanjangud
and Melkote temples (which were among the largest of the temple
institutions in Mysore).9 He directed that tale women should not be
admitted to any kind of duty in the two temples, and although they may
continue to be paid while they were alive, their posts should not be filled
up after their deaths.lO
Even in 1898, there appears to have been no sustained discussion of
what constituted the "legitimate services" of devadasis. The Muzrai
secretary obviously believed that the "immorality" of devadasis was too
self-evident to warrant discussion.
The unilateral decision of the
government to reform temple traditions, however, soon required detailed
elaboration as the implications gradually unfolded affecting both those
disempowered by the decision and those who stood poised to benefit
from it.l1'
Tracing the genealogy of the temple dancer assumed some importance
in the discussions of the Mysore officials, as we shall see. What exactly
were the traditions surrounding the practice of devadasis dancing in the
temples? As a nityasumangali, an ever auspicious woman, the devadasi
was expected to deal with the "dangerous divine", a role that was soon
overshadowed by her artistic performances in the temples and in the
court. 12 The textual antiquity of the tradition of temple dancing is
somewhat uncertain. There are no known direct references to dancing in
the temple in the oldest books of dance theory, the Natya shastra and the
Abinaya Darpana. The first mention of temple dancing is in the 11th

8
9

10
11

12

Srinivasin, supra note 4, at 1873.
File no. 186 of 1898-1899, "Revision of the Tasdik Patti of the Sri Srikanteshvara
Temple at Nanjangud", Muzrai Department, Kamataka State Archives (hereafter
KSA).
Proceedings, supra note 7, Apri11909. Muzrai.
The Mysore Government did not labour under the same constraints as the alien
colonial authority in arbitrating on what constituted Indian tradition. We may note
here the difference with the discourse on sali in the 19th century. See Lata Mani,
Contentious Traditions: The Debate on Sati in Colonial India, 1780-1833 (PhD
Dissertation, University of California at Santa Cruz. 1989).
SASKIA KERSENBOOM STORY. NITYASUMANGAU 47 (1987).
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century collection of stories, the Kathasaritsagara.
Only in the 13th
century does the Natya Shastra become legitirnised as Veda or holy
knowledge. 13
Inscriptional evidence from medieval Kamataka is more revealing.
Even before the 11th century, when temple girls came to have specific
duties assigned to them, there is mention of the word sule (meaning
prostitute) in inscriptions. Only after the 11th century, a time when the
temple as an institution was expanding, did the word patra (meaning
singing/dancing girl) gradually attach to them.14 The word devadasi is
conspicuous by its absence in this period, although it was then current in
the inscriptions of neighbouring regions. 15
Whatever the tortuous historical processes by which lasya (signifying
dance) became "the art of lust", by the late 19th century, the devadasi
tradition was a decidedly matrilineal one. The young dedicated girl
underwent rigorous training in Nritya and Gita under a male guru, for
which she enjoyed donations, including land grants, made to her personally
or to the temple, frequently by upper caste women themselves.16 Her
strict professionalism, says Amrit Srinivasan, made her an adjunct to
conservative domestic society, not its "ravager", an assertion borne out
by the number of female donors who supported her work. Indeed, the
devadasi's legal rights were unusual for women under Hindu Law, since
she was able to adopt daughters, and pass property on to her female
descendants. I?
We must not exaggerate the power enjoyed by devadasis, who, despite
their relative autonomy, nevertheless remained firmly under the control
of those men within the political economy of the temple: the priest, guru
and patron. IS Her sexual services, however, were embedded within the
wider cultural sphere of symbolic and material exchanges in the temple.
As a key institution in the formation of social communities in precolonial South India, the temple was a site where both symbolic and

13

14

IS
16
17

18

Gayathri Chakravorty Spivak, "Feminism and Decolonisation" 3:3 DIFFERENCES
153 (1991).
Aloka Parasher and Usha Naik, "Temple Girls of Medieval Karnataka" 23: 1 INDIAN
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL HISTORY REVIEW 63,66-67 (1986).
Id. at 64.
Id. at 70.
Srinivasan, supra note 4, at 1870.
Both Amrit Srinivasan and Veena Talwar Oldenburg view the relative autonomies
of sex workers, whether devadasis or courtesans, as an indication of the spaces
within patriarchy which were absolutely autonomous. See Srinivasan, supra note 4,
and Oldenburg "Lifestyle as Resistance: The Case of the Courtesans of Lucknow"
16:2 FEMINIST STUDIES 259 (Summer 1990).
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material resources were redistributed, rendering "public, stable and
culturally appropriate exchanges at the level of politics and economics. "19
The shifts in local power structures under colonial rule, however,
significantly eroded these aspects of the temple institution.
The Muzrai secretary's order could only have deepened the crisis
resulting from the disappearing patronage of local political elites after
the establishment of British rule in Mysore. His order also made possible
competing claims over remaining temple resources, such as the 1898
petition from Vydya Srikantaiah of Gauribidanur for the resumption of
tafe service inams (revenue free land grants) on the grounds that the tafe
women were not rendering service as per the sastras.20 The Kolar Deputy
Commissioner of investigations revealed not only that these women were
rendering daily tafe services as required of them, but that they were in
possession of title deeds that could not be simply taken away from
them.21

The Muzrai secretary was however quite determined to put an end to
the practice of dancing in temples and temple processions. He issued
strict orders disallowing the "detestable creatures" from accompanying
the Maharaja's procession on his tour of the Sivaganga and Melkote
temples in 1890, despite the admission of the Palace Controller that the
duties of "dancing girls", though not defined anywhere, certainly included
tafe services.22 Every effort was made to see that women were prevented
from dancing in the temples, and no exceptions were made even when
some wished to fulfil vows, like Meenakshi of Tirumakudlu in 1905.
who claimed she had recovered from a serious illness when she vowed to
dance at the Girija Kalyana at Nanjangud.23
Cutting off sources of material sustenance for such services, however,
led to more enduring "solutions" than mere discouragement of the dance
19

20

21

22

23

Arjun Appadorai and Carol Breckenridge, "The South Indian Temple: Authority,
Honours and Redistribution" 10 CONTRIBUTIONS
TO INDIAN SOCIOLOGY
187 (1984).
File no. 8 of 1898-99, "Regarding the order of rejecting the application of Vydya
Srikantaiah of Hossur in Gauribidanur Taluk in the resumption of service inarn
lands attached to the Tafe service of Chehnakeshwaraswarni
Temple at Mudigere
village, Gauribidanur Taluk," Muzrai Department, KSA.
File no. 8 of 1898-99, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
OF KOLAR TO MUZRAI
SECRETARY, 18 NOVEMBER 1898, Muzrai Department, KSA.
File no. 2 of 1900-1901, S1. no. Sect. V, "File relating to the order taking objection
for having arranged the services of Devadasis," Muzrai Department, KSA.
File no. 124, 51. no. 1-3, July 1905, "Petition from Meenakshi, a dancing girl of
Tirumakudlu, praying that in furtherance of her vow she might be permitted to
celebrate Mantapotsavarn and to sing and dance some d,ay during the Girija kalyana
in the Sri Srikanteshvara Swami temple at Nanjangud", Muzrai Department, KSA.
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performance. The Muzrai secretary recognised this when he ordered that
none of the positions that fell vacant after the death of a devadasi should
be filled. This was not something that could be implemented without
the resistance of those affected. The devadasis of Nanjangud, Kittasani,
Nanjasani, Kalyanisani and six other women, appealed against this decision
in an emotional petitiion to the Maharaja which cited the authority of the
sastra ("Veda Bharata Sastra Agamasastra") and sampradaya (customary
practice) to remind the sovereign of his duties to protect hereditary
occupations such as theirs.24 Unlike the Brahmins, they said, who had
chattrams and mutts (free boarding houses and monasteries) to take care
of their needs, devadasis had only their artistic skills with which to
render service to god and earn their livelihoods. Rehearsing the arguments
that had been made by the priests, they said :
According to the learned priests, punyatmas who have performed
rituals such as yagas, yagnas and agnisthoma, will attain paradise,
and happily consort with the apsaras, giving them fulfillment. 25
In the same way, they said, they should be allowed to serve God through
serving king, guru and priest who were akin to God. 26 The petitions of
the ten women emphasised the sovereign's duty to protect customary
practices and duties ordained by the scriptures.
The Mysore officials who could no longer rely on government fiat to
initiate social change on this scale, sought a reference to the sastras as
the indisputable word on the duties of devadasis.27
We have already
noted the ambiguities of the sastric record compared to the far more
reliable epigraphical record, so the question of "how far the sastras enjoin
the service of dancing girls in temples," as requested by the Dewan, was
in itself an invitation to 1egitimise a particular, rather than some universal,
sastric tradition. The agamiks (priests conversant with temple rituals)
entrusted with the task, masterfully demonstrated through citation from
the genre of texts dealing with temple rituals, specifically the Shaiva
Pancaratra Vykhanasagama23, that devadasis did have specific services
24

25
26

17
21

File no. 84 of 1905, Petition no. 2104, 13-11-05, "Directing the exclusion of
Devadasis from the Muzrai temples and laying down the manner in which the cash
emoluments or Inam lands attached to the service should be treated," Muzrai
Department, KSA.
Id.
Id.
Note of Dewan, 10/11~6, Id.
The agamasastras are the text which outline all temple rituals: however, the Shaiva
Agamas are the sole authorities from the Shaivite temples, and the Pancaratra -7
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to render in the temple which included signing and dancing before the
deity. Indeed, the texts stated that the non-performance of these duties
necessitated certain forms of prayaschitta (atonement) by the temple
priests.29 The agamiks concluded their comment with the rather ambiguous
remark that this was what the sastras said but the government should do
whatever was appropriate.
The ambiguity of the response was clearly produced by the valorisation
of textual authority by the Mysore officials since the agamiks, now
called upon to provide a defInitive statements on temple ritual, were
probably just one of the many who determined the structure of that
ritual. There was little in their testimony, moreover, that could be deployed
to the advantage of zealous government officials, so it is hardly surprising
that attention was now trained on the "personal purity and rectitude of
conduct and celibacy which were considered essential in the case of
female servants of god."30 The sastric authorities were once more
summoned, and this time they complied with the expectations of the
authorities by reiterating the need for strict brahmacharya (celibacy)
among devadasis "even though they may have tied the thali"Y
The agamiks in their second memo raised the specter of a world
turned upside down, which it was the duty of the government authorities
to set right:
Due to the deterioration of time, all varnashramacharas have come
to confusion. If you as upholder of the dharma, make them follow
sastraic injunctions, it will be good for the country, king and
people.32
The evocations of kaliyuga (dystopia), which long served as the format
for the voicing of upper caste, male anxieties, especially about the sexual
appetites of women,33 now made it possible for Mysore officials to

29
30
31
32
33

~ and Vykhanasa agamas for the vaishnavite temples. It is not clear exactly which
of these texts were being cited by the agamiks. SWAMINATHA SIVA CHARIYAR
KAMIKAGAMAHA (Dakshina Bharata Archaka Sangha: 1975).
File no. 84 of 1905, memo dated 2104, 13 November 1905, Muzrai, KSA.
Muzrai Secretary's Note, Id.
Memo no. 2675, dated 9th December 1905, Id.
Id.
The chief features of this dystopia as swnmarised by Sumit Sarkar are "oppressive
mleccha (alien and impure) kings, Brahmans corrupted by too much rational
argument, overmighty shudras, expounding the scriptures and ceasing to serve the
Brahmans, girls choosing their own partners, and disobedient and deceiving wives
having intercourse with menials, slaves and even animals." Sarkar, "Kaliyuga,
Chakra, and Bhakti: Ramakrishna and his times" 27 ECONOMIC AND POUTICAL
WEEKLY 1549 (July, 1992).
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disallow the practice by citing violated traditions:
Whatever may have been the original object of the institution of the
devadasis, the state of immorality in which these people are now
found appears to justify the action taken by the government in
removing them from the sacred institutions like temples.34
The new measures which had only been applied to the two large temples
were now extended to all Muzrai institutions in Mysore.
A different problem related to the property that some devadasis had
acquired through their services to the temple and temple patrons. Many
inam lands, were not attached to the temples but were directly held by
the women themselves, and therefore could not be resumed except illegally.
Consequently, the Government advocate made the ingenious suggestion
that the Inam department could enforce the new rule against "women
who have not preserved their chastity and celibacy."
The irony is
inescapable, since in most cases, as we have seen, the women had received
land grants from male patrons for rendering tafe and sexual services.
Yet it was not just women who had been found lacking in the
morality appropriate to temple offices: the male archaks (those who
perfonned temple rituals) said the Muzrai secretary, were "men of little
learning and not of high moral character". However, we find no further
reference to this lapsed tradition in the final G.O. of 1909 which abolished
the employment of devadasis in Muzrai institutions.35 Women alone
("notoriously ofloose morals") bore the responsibility for the degeneration
of high ideals.
The revival of the artistic traditions of devadasis by upper caste
nationalists after suitable refonns, has been documented elsewhere and
will not concern me here.36 What is striking about this moment in
Mysore history is the speed with which new traditions were forged: thus
in 1908, the Muzrai secretary, arguing against the reversal of the 1892
decision by Srinivasacharlu, observed that "people had got used to the
absence of devadasis service", In 1919, in response to a member of
council concerned about the decency and purity of public worship, the
deputy commissioner of every district reported the efficient manner in
which inam lands and temple perquisites given to tafe women had been
resumed after the death of incumbents,3? with only the Tumkur district
File no. 84 of 1905, Note of the Muzrai Secretary, April 1906, Muzrai Department,
KSA.
3' Proceedings, supra note 7, April 1909, Muzrai.
36 See especially Srinivasin, supra note 4.
:r7 File no 56-19 of 1919 S1. no.1-IS,
1919. "Employment of professional women
devadasis on the establishment of Muzrai Institutions," Muzrai Department. KSA.
34
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still retaining a large number of taie service inams in as many as 33
temples.
Since the active rendering of taie service was no longer the criterion
for enjoying the taie inams, devadasis such as Muniamma, who had
served both the Sri Gopala Swami and Sri Chandrasekhara Swamy temples
of Srinivaspur for 50 years, suddenly found their claims to personal inam
grants challenged by non-tafe members of the family.38 Other temple
officials, who clearly stood to benefit from the resumption of taie service
inams, lost no time in divesting the female descendants of devadasis of
such land. Thus the 5 1/2 acres of dry land and the 1.16 acres of wetland
of devadasi Seshi of the Sri Someshwaradevaru Temple of Nambihalli in
Srinivaspur Taluk, which was legally made over to Venkatalakshmamma
in 1873, and enjoyed by the latter's female descendants, was resumed in
1929 as Devadaya land for service to the temple.39
The gradual erosion of the material support for the artistic abilities of
the devadasi resulted in her decline as a professional dancer. Instead, she
became a proletarianised sex-worker with nothing to trade but her sexual
services. As such, she was now a threat, rather than an adjunct, to the
patriarchal household. Through the suppression of the polyvalent roles
of the devadasi, the Mysore authorities had begun drawing the lines
between respectable and disrespectable female sexuality, a distinction
that was consonant with the dominant nationalist discourse.40
Such distinctions were also reinforced by the imperatives of the
imperial military machine in India. In the case of the military, however,
the terms of this "respectability" had little to do with rendering "modem"
(and moral) a social tradition (as in the reformist discourse), and more
with preserving the imperial order through ensuring the medical hygiene
of "public women". In Bangalore, as elsewhere, the military authorities
made arrangements for the sexual needs of large number of lower class
British subalterns who lacked the material resources for marriage and

38

39

411

File no.364-28, S1. no. 1-6 1928, "Appeal of Tafe Munianuna regarding service
inam lands may be distributed between her sister and herself', Muzrai Department.
KSA.
File no. 369-29, S1. no. 1-4 1929, "Restoration
of the TSI lands of Sri
Someshwaradevaru temple at Srinivaspur as they have been conrmned as Devadaya
lands", Muzrai Department, KSA.
Perhaps the most striking instance of this exclusion by nationalist elite of disreputable
women was Gandhi's refusal to allow nearly 200 prostitutes of Barisal to participate
in the non-cooperation movement till they publicly renounced their profession. See
Madhu Kishwar, "Gandhi on Women" 20:40 ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL
WEEKLY 1691 (Oct 5, 1985) and 20:41 ECONOMIC AND POliTICAL WEEKLY
1753 (Oct 12, 1985).
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were considered to lack the moral resources for sexual abstinence.41
Such arrangements produced their own problems, since the military
authorities claimed that the very women who helped British soldiers to
maintain their virility, threatened that virility with venereal disease. In
Bangalore, between 1833 and 1837, the annual proportion of venereal
disease cases amongst European troops ranged from 32 to 45 per cent.42
To combat the spread of venereal disease an elaborate regime
involving both military and medical authorities was instituted, including
the setting up of "lock hospitals" where prostitutes were confined until
they were declared free of infection. The lock hospital system was tried
intermittently and with varying degrees of success in the cantonments of
India in the early 19th century.43 It was replaced by the even more
invasive Contagious Diseases Acts of 1868, which provided for
compulsory regulation of brothels and prostitutes, periodic medical
examinations and compulsory treatment of prostitutes found infected.
Given the medical developments of the time, such a punitive regime was
more feasible than a preventive one.
By the beginning of the First World War, the enormous increase in
the incidence of venereal disease prompted the authorities to take the
first steps to introduce therapeutic regimes for men, in addition to the
punitive regimes for women. This meant, a reordering of priorities and
redoubled efforts of a different nature. The first moves were made towards
controlling the promiscuity of soldiers through propaganda,
and
arrangements were made for the supply of a preventive ointment - a
distinct shift from a punitive to a therapeutic regime.44
The institution of measures such as putting the Bangalore city area
out of bounds for European troops, provision of facilities for demonstrating
the evils of venereal and other sexually transmitted diseases, rather than
increasing the surveillance of the women, was an admission of defeat at
controlling the "roaming prostitute".4S The military concluded in 1925
41

42
43

«
43

KENNETH BALLHATCHET,
RACE SEX AND CLASS UNDER THE RAJ:
IMPERIAL ATTITUDES AND POUCIES AND THEIR CRITICS 1793-1905 (1979)
at 2. We must note here that such provisioning for troops was not always prompted
by imperialist powers, but even by those opposing an imperial presence sUch as the
Red Army in China in the period of the Ziangsi soviet when special provisions were
made to provide "teams of laundresses".

Id. at 22-23.
This was before the lock hospital system had been established in England. See
JUDITH WALKOWITZ, PROSTITUTION AND VICTORIAN SOCIETY: WOMEN,
CLASS AND THE STATE (1980).
File no. 549 of 1886, Sl. no. 96-103, 108-109, 114-115, Residency Files, KSA.
File no. 549 of 1886, Sl. no. 96-103,108-109,111-115,
"Resident to Secretary to
GOI Foreign, May 7, 1900", Residency Files, KSA.
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that prostitution will always exist and that no man will willingly contract
venereal disease, so every effort should be made to teach soldiers
preventive measures and to control the quantity of drink available to the
troops. 46
The exigencies of the imperial military presence in India produced a
new proletarian sex-worker who, unlike the devadasi, did not embody
any superior artistic skills and, as a result, possessed none of the cultural
or symbolic capital that could be deployed in the emerging economic
configurations of colonial India. Unlike other proletarians, however, the
sex-worker was not just selling her services, since, as Carole Pateman
points out, "the prostitute cannot sell her sexual services alone, what she
sells is her body".47 The prostitute was a "public woman" with no space
for a "private life".
This "public woman" was defined and demarcated from the more
virtuous domestic private woman who was the embodiment of Indian
tradition. The fullest articulation of the difference between these two
classes of women was made by "public men", who were members of the
Legislative Council and the Representative Assembly of Mysore in the
1930's, when the proposal to pass the Suppression of Immoral Traffic
Act gained momentum. When the issue of controlling the sex trade first
came up for discussion in Mysore in 1913, it closely resembled the terms
set by the military authorities in the station: to introduce suitable reforms
along the lines of the Cantonment Acts, which would protect the young
men who visited brothels from contracting disease. 48
Beginning in the early 20th century, however, efforts were also made
by some voluntary agencies such as the City Progress Committee and
the Temperance and Social Purity Committee, (later called the Association
for Moral and Social Hygiene), to reform the "traffic in women."49 It was
due to their efforts that a private bill was introduced in the Mysore
Legislative Council and the Representative Assembly in the early 1930's,
which was designed to regulate prostitution. The discussions on the bill
in both houses evoked the figure of the woman-as-victim, possessing no
agency, not even the dangerous sexuality of the devadais or the military
station's sex-worker. She was a figure who had to be rescued from the
46

47

41

49

File no. 696 of 1925, S1. no. 1-24, Letter from Major General Commanding, Madras
district to Resident Bangalore 27 March, 1925, Residency Files, KSA.
Carole Pateman, "Defending Prostitution: Charges Against Ericson" 93 ETIDCS
561, 562 (April 1983).
File no. 7-13, S1. no. 1-10 1913, "Regulation of Prostitution in Bangalore City",
Legislature Files, KSA.
Minutes of the Social and Temperance Committee, February 5, 1917; April 11,
1917; January 10, 1932. Archives of the United Theological College, Bangalore.
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"evil of commercialised vice". so In this discussion, the question of
Indian tradition, which had been completely absent from the military
discourse, assumed a central role. The ideal of a "traffic-in-woman" was
a recognition that prostitution was a trade in sex objects, but also a
recognition that it was the trade that was objectionable rather than the
commodification of women as such.
The bill was passed in both houses and became law in 1937, 51but
what is of the most interest here is that both opponents and supporters of
the bill framed their arguments in terms of wider societal, even national
interests. D.S. Mallappa, introducing the bill in the Legislative Council,
said that the "morality of the country was going down",52 a sentiment
echoed by Ramachandra Rao Sindhia when he said that "VD was one of
the causes for the degeneration of the nation."53 As part of the effort for
national renewal, the traffic in women had to be curbed.
The strongest plank amongst those opposing the bill, however, was
that it would result in young women being rescued by missionaries for
the ulterior purpose of conversion to Christianity. 54C.V. Gundappa put it
quite bluntly in his intervention on the bill:
My own reading of the motive behind this Bill is the impatience and
great anxiety of certain fine souls and certain highly evolved souls
to establish the kingdom of Christ in our midst. 55
For opponents of the bill, if the choice was between the evil designs of
the missionaries and the evils of trafficking in women, the latter was
preferable. In the words of N.G. Sanjivaiah, "prostitution formed a regular
limb of Hindu society from time immemorial" and. furthermore. that
there was a greater danger to enforcing such a law because "by abolishing
prostitution altogether the safety of family women might possibly be
endangered."56 The sanctity of the family, the institution which the
nationalists
had modernised,
but nevertheless invested with the
responsibility of preserving Indian tradition, could not be guaranteed
without the parallel figure of the "disrespectable" public woman.
The discussion in the representative bodies was symptomatic of the
Statement of General' Principles of Private Bill to enforce the suppression of
prostitution in the state, Proceedings of the Representative Assembly of Mysore
(hereafter PRAM), June 1932.
'1 Proceedings of the Legislative Council, (hereafter PMLC) June 1936.
'2 PMLC, 18 December, 1935 at 136.
54
PRAM, intervention of W.H. Hanumanthappa, October 1934 at 121.
" PMLC, 18 December, 1935 at 177.
56 PRAM, October 1934, at 126.
so
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concern of nationalists for the "modemisation" of Indian tradition. It
was, as Lata Mani has remarked, tradition rather than the woman herself,
which formed the centre of these debates. 57 In the decades between the
first move against devadasis in 1892 and the passage of the SIT A Act in
1937, we may plot the series of transitions which resulted in the complete
proletarianisation
of sex-work: from dangerous non-wife to wilful
perpetrator of disease; from the active sexuality of the devadasi and
cantonment sex-worker to voiceless victim who had to be rescued by the
institution of marriage; from one whose life work was embedded in a
religio-cultural sphere to one who was the embodiment of vice.
A singular absence in these discussions on prostitution, women, and
Indian tradition, was the voice of the woman herself. She had been
promised new freedoms in the name of modernity, but remained
marginalised in the emerging nationalist patriarchal order. Her critique
of the administrative and legislative agenda of reform of sexuality in this
period nevertheless did exist: sometimes through an appeal to a different
conception of "tradition" (as in the case of the devadasi) or else in
seeking routes of escape from the categories that were being produced by
the increasing criminalisation of sex-work. These muted and fragmentary
contestations have proved crucial in inaugurating a critique of the new,
modemised patriarchy, as it recast the twin figures of wife and prostitute.

57

Lata Mani, "Contentious Traditions: The Debate on Sati in Colonial India" in
RECASTING WOMEN,. supra note 3, at 118.

